1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

More than two decades' worth of traditional functional neuroimaging research has concentrated on understanding the influence of the brain's structure and activity on emotion, behavior, and psychopathology, including posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Early neuroimaging research implicated structural changes in the gray matter of brain regions including the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex as key components of the neurocircuitry of PTSD ([@b0245], [@b0270], [@b0295], [@b0310], [@b0340], [@b0430]). As functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques developed, analytic approaches examining univariate activation patterns of isolated brain regions began to contribute to the understanding of PTSD and have resulted in a widely accepted general neurocircuitry model of the disorder. The following review provides a detailed history of the development of "classical" neurocircuitry models in PTSD, beginning with univariate models and moving towards expansion of the classical model developed from bivariate circuitry investigations. Next, a discussion of the limitations of uni- and bivariate models for understanding neural deficits in PTSD follows, along with considerations for how reconceptualizing the brain through an integrative network framework may overcome such limitations. Section two contains a comprehensive review of existing bivariate neurocircuitry studies in PTSD populations, throughout which we evaluate support for both classical and network models from the evidence provided by bivariate investigations. Finally, we close with a review of studies from the nascent field of network neuroimaging in PTSD, again evaluating evidence for classical and network models from these studies and discussing future directions for neurocircuitry investigations in PTSD.

1.1. Classical models of PTSD neural circuitry (univariate models) {#s0010}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Several groups have proposed models of PTSD neural circuitry with varying degrees of complexity ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). In 2006, two reviews forming the basis of the classical model of PTSD neural circuitry were published by an overlapping group of researchers, the first by Shin, Rauch, and Pitman ([@b0525]) and the second by Rauch, Shin, and Phelps ([@b0485]). Both models highlight the role of the amygdala, hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; including the middle frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, and subcallosal cortex) in the canonical "fear circuit" and specify how alterations in the activity of these regions characterize neural deficits in PTSD. In the Shin model ([@b0525]), it is argued that PTSD neural circuitry is characterized by hyperactivity of the amygdala and failure to activate the mPFC during trauma- and non-trauma related fearful cue presentations, and suggests a potential link between these two regions as an important factor in PTSD neural circuitry. The role of the hippocampus is less defined in this model, though the authors cite evidence of failure to activate the region during cognitive tasks and greater hippocampal activity at baseline in PTSD, potentially indicative of altered stimuli encoding and recollection. The researchers' other model ([@b0485]) is consistent with this Shin model, emphasizing heightened reactivity of the amygdala during threatening cues, fear conditioning, and trauma reminders as well as failure to activate the mPFC and hippocampus during emotional Stroop and explicit memory tasks in individuals with PTSD. Here, however, the authors suggest that this altered circuitry contributes to fear learning deficits in PTSD, including enhanced acquisition of fear responses to conditioned stimuli and failure to extinguish learned fears. Though the authors present these models as specific to PTSD and not trauma exposure or symptom severity, *per se*, the authors discuss a need for future research to determine whether the abnormalities represented in this model are also related to symptoms and trauma exposure.Table 1Characteristic features of classical neural circuitry models of PTSD. *mPFC* -- medial prefrontal cortex; *vmPFC* -- ventral medial prefrontal cortex; *dmPFC* -- dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; *dACC* -- dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; *MFG* -- middle frontal gyrus; *PCC* -- posterior cingulate cortex; *R* -- right hemisphere; *L* -- left hemisphere. Regions that are implicated in more than one model are denoted in *italics*.ModelHyperactive RegionsCharacteristic Deficits -- HyperactivityHypoactive RegionsCharacteristic Deficits -- HypoactivityOther Regions of Interest[@b0525]*Amygdala*Not speculated*mPFC*Not speculatedHippocampus[@b0485]*Amygdala*Enhanced acquisition of fear responses*mPFC*\
*Hippocampus*Failure to extinguish learned fears  [@b0430]*Amygdala*\
*dACC*\
*Insula*Enhanced acquisition of conditioned fear; heightened detection of bodily arousal*vmPFC*Failure to regulate amygdala, leading to attentional bias to threat, impaired extinction and emotional regulation, and enhanced fear responsesHippocampus  [@b0410]*L Amygdala*\
*Anterior Insula*\
R Hippocampus\
L Putamen\
L Precuneus\
R MFG\
R Fusiform\
R PostcentralEnhanced fear conditioning that interferes with extinction learning; Intrusive trauma recollections*R mPFC*\
L Angular Gyrus\
R PCC\
L Supramarginal Gyrus\
L MFG\
Precentral Gyrus\
R CaudateImpaired top-down emotional regulation  [@b0010]*Amygdala*\
*dACC*\
*Insula*Enhanced fear expression and interoception; hyperarousal; predisposing risk factor*vmPFC*\
*Hippocampus*Impaired fear inhibition; re-experiencing and avoidance symptoms; acquired risk factordmPFC\
Nucleus Accumbens  [@b0315]*dACC*Enhanced cue-elicited fear responses*vmPFC*\
*Hippocampus*Deficits in context processing, triggering generalized emotional reactions; failures in safety learningThalamus

Several years later, [@b0430], [@b0410] added depth to the 2006 models of PTSD neural circuitry by publishing a review of findings from biological studies of PTSD and a meta-analysis of functional neuroimaging studies, respectively. The Pitman model ([@b0430]) supports the previous two models' assertion that PTSD is characterized by exaggerated activity of the amygdala and reduced activity of the mPFC to trauma-related and threatening cues during fear conditioning and extinction. Additionally, however, the Pitman model notes differing activity profiles within regions of the mPFC in PTSD that were not delineated in the previous models. Specifically, they state that decreased activation of the vmPFC during both trauma- and non-trauma related stimuli presentation and increased activation of the dACC are evident during recall of extinction learning and cognitive tasks. Here, the authors suggest that a specific failure in activation of the vmPFC is associated with failure to recall extinction learning and reduced symptom improvement during cognitive behavioral therapy. Conversely, the authors posit that dACC activation during similar tasks is positively associated with PTSD symptom severity and fear expression. Additionally, the Pitman model implicates a role for the insula in PTSD neural circuitry, suggesting a positive association between insular cortex activation and PTSD symptom severity. The authors note, however, that this relationship may be characteristic of anxiety disorders generally and non-specific to PTSD. The final component of the Pitman neural circuitry model is the hippocampus which, similarly to the earlier models, has an unclear role in the neural profile of PTSD, with some evidence for enhanced activation during task and some evidence for reduced activation. Taken together, the Pitman model characterizes the neural circuity of PTSD as three regions of hyperactivation (amygdala, insular cortex, and dACC) and a hypoactive vmPFC, all of which work in a circuit underlying characteristic deficits in PTSD, including attentional bias towards threat, failures in extinction, and poor emotional regulation. Interestingly, the Pitman model also suggests that amygdala hyperactivity and mPFC hypoactivity is also correlated with PTSD symptom severity, adding a consideration for the role of symptoms in alterations within neural circuits.

The Patel model, which was based on the results of a meta-analysis of functional activation studies in trauma and PTSD, similarly implicates the left amygdala and bilateral anterior insula as reliably hyperactive clusters in PTSD in comparison to non-trauma exposed controls on a variety of tasks and the right mPFC as a reliably hypoactive cluster ([@b0410]). Additional clusters of hyperactivity in PTSD groups compared to non-trauma exposed controls from this meta-analysis include the right hippocampus, left putamen, left precuneus, right middle frontal gyrus (MFG), right fusiform gyrus, and right postcentral gyrus. Additional clusters of hypoactivity include the left angular gyrus, right posterior parietal cortex (PCC), left supramarginal gyrus, left MFG, bilateral precentral gyrus, and right caudate. The Patel model also includes a consideration of the specific effect of PTSD symptoms by reporting a comparison of PTSD groups with trauma-exposed controls. Interestingly, the authors note that the dACC, precuneus, and middle temporal lobe were hyperactive in PTSD compared to trauma-exposed controls, suggesting that hyperactivity in some regions may be distinct to PTSD diagnosis and reflective of the other models of PTSD neural circuitry. Regions of hypoactivity in PTSD compared to trauma-exposed controls were also consistent with the other models and included the right mPFC, left parahippocampal gyrus, inferior and middle frontal gyri, dACC, and orbital frontal gyrus. While the Patel model supports the earlier models and the Pitman model, the finding of additional significant clusters outside of the fear circuit indicates neural factors external to the classical circuit that may influence neural deficits in PTSD.

Though the above models provide support for alterations in the fear circuit as characteristic deficits in PTSD neural circuitry, two remaining models add depth and context to the classical understanding of fear-related neural processing in PTSD. In 2013, Admon and colleagues ([@b0010]) combined twin pair, environmental, and genetic studies to investigate both predisposing and acquired neural factors for vulnerability to PTSD and put forth a causal neural circuitry model of PTSD. Here, the authors review support for the classical models outlined above, noting that hyperactivity of the amygdala, dACC, and insula is related to enhanced fear expression and hyperarousal in PTSD. Additionally, this model holds that hypoactivity of the hippocampus and vmPFC is associated with deficits in fear inhibition and re-experiencing and avoidance symptoms. Interestingly, the authors suggest that regional hyperactivity, along with genetic profiles and life experiences are predisposing factors for the development of PTSD, whereas regional hypoactivity is an acquired factor that enhances risk vulnerability for PTSD. One of the strengths of the Admon model is the consideration of predisposing factors, including trauma exposure throughout the lifespan, separate from PTSD diagnosis and symptoms. This is a unique feature of the typical neural circuitry models of PTSD and provides some nuance to the distinct effects of trauma exposure from clinical symptoms.

Finally, a recent model put forth by Liberzon and Abelson conceptualizes PTSD neural circuitry through the lens of context processing ([@b0315]). The authors highlight the mPFC-hippocampus circuit as critical to context processing in PTSD, and that deficits in this circuit may explain characteristic symptoms of PTSD, such as generalized and situationally-inappropriate fear reactions ([@b0240], [@b0325]), failures in safety learning, and hyperarousal to fear cues ([@b0170], [@b0380], [@b0435], [@b0640]). Similar to the Pitman and Admon models, this Deficient Context Processing model delineates the mPFC into the dACC and vmPFC, which have opposing roles in deficient neural processing in PTSD (vmPFC is hyporeactive and dACC is hyperreactive). In contrast to all other classical models described above, the Deficient Context Processing model does not highlight hyperactivity of the amygdala as being characteristic of context processing deficits in PTSD. While the authors suggest that the amygdala may be involved in a deficient context processing circuit, explicit suggestion of its hyperactivity of this region driving PTSD-related symptomatology is missing from this model's conceptualization. The Deficient Context Processing model's characterization of PTSD neural circuitry exemplifies a general shift away from the domain-specific conceptualization of PTSD as a disorder of fear processing and towards a wider picture of higher-level neural and behavioral deficits.

1.2. Expansion of classical models of PTSD neural circuitry (bivariate functional connectivity) {#s0015}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While univariate activation studies previously dominated the field of neuroimaging research in PTSD, advancement in the development of neuroimaging techniques has allowed for investigations of coordinated activity and functional connectivity (FC) in neural circuits and how abnormal connectivity patterns are related to PTSD psychopathology. Thus, the traditional understanding of PTSD as a disorder characterized by altered univariate activation of isolated brain regions has been expanded to include alterations in bivariate FC between the regions of interest (ROIs) implicated in the classical model. Importantly, FC studies introduced resting-state brain organization into neural models of PTSD, as the methods utilized in bivariate FC analyses are not dependent on task-related voxelwise activation ([@b0180]). Understanding the brain's organization during resting-state is essential because organization of functional networks during rest is hypothesized to support cognitive function ([@b0620]), is highly correlated to functional organization during cognitive tasks ([@b0090], [@b0095]), and is related to underlying structural connectivity networks ([@b0095], [@b0115]). Additionally, resting-state fMRI paradigms are relatively standardized and unconfounded by individual or group differences in task performance and thus may be more generalizable across other resting-state studies than task-based paradigms. The inclusion of resting-state neural circuitry into models of PTSD helps to identify intrinsic neural patterns that may contribute to the deficits outlined by the classical model. For example, bivariate resting-state studies implicate reduced FC between the amygdala and medial regions of the prefrontal cortex as a characteristic neural deficit in PTSD patients ([@b0010], [@b0275]), in line with the univariate findings that formed the classical model and suggestive of alterations in baseline functional organization absent the influence of emotionally provocative stimuli. A detailed review of bivariate FC investigations in PTSD can be found in [Section 2](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}.

1.3. Limitations of classical and bivariate models of PTSD neural circuitry {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The neural models of PTSD described above generally focus on isolated nodes of the brain or FC between two nodes within a circuit using the two most widely used neuroimaging analytic techniques: voxelwise functional activation and voxelwise seed-based FC analyses. The former approach assumes each brain region (e.g., amygdala) acts as an isolated unit, whereas the latter approach assumes there are only bivariate relationships between regions (e.g., amygdala-mPFC connectivity) that also operate in isolation from other bivariate relationships. As such, circuit- and seed-based approaches have considerable assumptions and limitations. Such limitations include the need to rely on *a priori* selection of brain regions for connectivity analyses rather than a more data-driven method ([@b0145], [@b0605]), inconsistency in node definition ([@b0540]), and ambiguity in neural activity outside of direct connectivity patterns between nodes or seeds of interest ([@b0620]). Contemporary work is identifying some of these inconsistencies in FC research in PTSD, and findings suggest that the role of the amygdala and prefrontal regions, especially the vmPFC, may only be part of story ([@b0280]). For example, whereas PTSD neurocircuitry models based on univariate neuroimaging data would predict that vmPFC lesions should increase risk for PTSD, research in a large cohort of combat veterans demonstrated that vmPFC lesions actually *decreased* risk for PTSD ([@b0285]), consistent with the view that focusing on isolated regions of interest is only one element of a wider picture. Similarly, other studies have found evidence for *increased* connectivity between the amygdala and prefrontal regions in trauma-exposed individuals ([@b0595], [@b0695], [@b0720]), which contradicts and brings into question the classic neural circuitry model of PTSD, in which the vmPFC plays a role in top-down control over the amygdala. An additional limitation is that the studies forming the classical model of PTSD neural circuitry rely on data from adult participants with trauma exposure; thus, it is unclear what the role of development may be in the neural circuitry of pediatric PTSD.

1.4. Characterizing large-scale brain organization with networks {#s0025}
----------------------------------------------------------------

A more contemporary approach than the classical models to understanding the functionality of the human brain in health and disease conceptualizes the brain as an interconnected network of functional components that work as coordinated, rather than discrete, units. The recent inclusion of large-scale brain organization methods into the functional neuroimaging literature attempts to redefine the brain as a coordinated, dynamic graph with distinct functional components rather than a series of circuits functioning in isolation. Using network neuroscience methods, investigators can address the limitations of uni- and bivariate approaches, namely the narrowed focus on single brain regions or circuits in isolation, by examining large-scale patterns of connectivity in health and psychopathology. Conceptualizing the brain as a network allows for the testing of specific hypotheses about the brain on a hierarchical scale, from individual ROI connectivity up to whole-brain organization. Network neuroscience approaches that broaden the definition of brain function and connectivity have been employed in research on emotions ([@b0425]), problem-solving ([@b0385]), and intelligence ([@b0220]) in subjects without psychopathology, as well as in disorders such as schizophrenia ([@b0065], [@b0215], [@b0230], [@b0395], [@b0680]), major depression ([@b0660], [@b0690]), and autism ([@b0480]). These studies and others utilize tools, including Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and graph theory principles, to characterize the brain's intercorrelations into meaningful units of connectivity. ICA isolates individual functional networks within the brain, and graph theory methods examine properties of networks, namely nodes and edges of a graph, and characterize these elements based on their intercorrelations. Analysis methods such as ICA and graph theory allow for testing hypotheses about the brain as a coordinated network of connectivity relationships, which can be altered in psychopathology. Further details of these methods are discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the Supplemental Material, and are depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Schematics of different functional organization methods discussed in review. The following review discusses four central methods for investigating functional organization with fMRI. A) Univariate voxelwise methods for ROI activation during task; B) Bivariate, seed-based functional connectivity for circuitry investigations during tasks and at rest; C) Independent Component Analysis for network structure and connectivity at rest and during task; and D) Graph Theory principles for determining node-, network-, and whole-brain level functional organization during task and at rest.

While several large-scale brain networks have been identified and studied in the context of mental health disorders, three canonical networks appear to play a particularly important role in cognitive function and dysfunction, and therefore are implicated in the "Triple Network Model" of psychopathology ([@b0350]). These networks, referred to as the central executive network (CEN), salience network (SN), and default mode network (DMN), are commonly coupled both during tasks and at rest ([@b0345], [@b0350]). The CEN is anchored in the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex and plays a role in working memory, executive functioning, cognitive control, error encoding, goal-directed behavior, and attention ([@b0075], [@b0165], [@b0515]). The SN is anchored in the anterior insular cortex and dACC and is important for detecting and mapping internally and externally salient events, as well as dynamic switching between the CEN and DMN to meet extrinsic cognitive demands ([@b0075], [@b0355]). Finally, the DMN is anchored in the PCC and mPFC and is important for self-referential mental activity, regulation of emotional state, and recollection of previous experience ([@b0350], [@b0475]). Disruptions in connectivity structure or activation profiles of these key networks may underlie the uni- and bivariate dysconnectivity observed in PTSD. Indeed, the classical univariate models of PTSD neural circuitry implicate altered activity of several of the nodes of the SN and DMN in PTSD symptom presentation. As stated above, classical models suggest that hyperactivity and hyperarousal symptoms are associated with increased activation of the amygdala and dACC, both of which are key nodes of the SN. Similarly, classical models suggest that re-experiencing symptoms and deficits in emotional regulation and fear extinction are associated with reduced activation of the hippocampus and vmPFC, both of which are nodes of the DMN. Though the CEN is thought to facilitate control of spatial attention ([@b0510], [@b0590]) and emotional regulation ([@b0560], [@b0645]), and cognitive impairments in PTSD patients including attentional bias to threat and deficits in emotional regulation are well-established ([@b0290], [@b0535]), classical models of PTSD neural circuitry generally neglect to include CEN nodes. Only one model ([@b0410]) highlights the observation of reduced functional activation of nodes within the CEN, including the inferior frontal gyrus and middle frontal gyrus, in PTSD neural circuitry. Because CEN nodes are often not considered within the classical neural circuitry model of PTSD, investigations of the role of the CEN within PTSD neural circuitry are limited. Thus, an integrated approach that includes classical and network-based models may be merited.

1.5. Purpose and predictions for review {#s0030}
---------------------------------------

The classical voxelwise activation model of PTSD neural circuitry has a wide body of supportive evidence from early functional neuroimaging studies of affective disorders. However, as research methods have advanced, reconceptualization of the brain as a coordinated network of intercorrelated units has challenged the interpretability of the classical model. Thus, the overarching goal of this review is to evaluate both the classical model, largely derived from univariate activation, and a new, network-based model of PTSD neural circuitry using a breadth of functional connectivity research in subjects with PTSD, including bivariate seed-based investigations and network-based approaches. It is relevant to mention that the classical model and network-based models operate at different resolutions; the classical model operates at a finer spatial resolution and attempts to explain specific activation or connectivity patterns within only a handful of neural structures. By contrast, network-based models by definition attempt to explain activation and connectivity patterns that are distributed across the brain. As such, the ultimate goal would be to combine and integrate knowledge and predictions from both models to a more comprehensive understanding of PTSD neural circuitry. Though no single neural circuitry model will explain every unique case of PTSD, the classical and network models of PTSD will be evaluated on predictions about what patterns might be observed in the human imaging literature on PTSD based on the central themes of each model. For example, if the central themes of the classical model are a reliable characterization of PTSD neural circuitry, patient groups will demonstrate altered FC mainly within the fronto-limbic circuit, represented by reduced FC from the mPFC to subcortical limbic regions and enhanced FC from the amygdala to the insula and dACC.

Conversely, if the central themes of a network model accurately characterize PTSD neural circuitry, patient groups will demonstrate patterns of altered organization on a global scale throughout the brain and within canonical networks that are implicated in psychopathology. Firstly, as the vmPFC and hippocampus are central nodes of the DMN ([@b0350], [@b0475]) and reduced connectivity of these nodes are thought to be associated with characteristic symptoms such as re-experiencing and difficulty in fear extinction and emotional regulation ([@b0010], [@b0315], [@b0430]), a network-based model predicts that the DMN will demonstrate overall reduced connectivity in subjects with PTSD. Similarly, due to the CEN's role in facilitating attention and emotional control, both of which are impaired in PTSD ([@b0290], [@b0535]), and evidence suggesting reduced activity in important nodes of the CEN in PTSD ([@b0410]), a network-level characterization of PTSD neural circuitry predicts reduced connectivity of the CEN. Finally, characteristic symptoms of PTSD including hyperarousal and enhanced acquisition of fear suggest hyperactivity of the key nodes of the SN, including the amygdala, anterior insula, and dACC ([@b0010], [@b0075], [@b0315], [@b0355], [@b0430]); thus, a network-level characterization of PTSD neural circuitry predicts hyperconnectivity of the SN in PTSD patients.

To evaluate these models, we first present a comprehensive review of bivariate FC findings in subjects with trauma exposure and PTSD, covering over ten years of research on neural dysfunction in PTSD. We chose to utilize bivariate investigations of FC in PTSD because the seed-based FC method bridges the gap between univariate activation and network-based studies, therefore providing ample evidence to evaluate both potential models. In this section, we examine widespread FC patterns as revealed through qualitatively considering together results from bivariate FC studies. Second, we review the extant literature on altered large-scale neural network connectivity in PTSD from network-level computational methods in order to evaluate support for both models. Finally, we close with a discussion of implications for neural models of PTSD and considerations for future directions for functional brain organization research in affective psychopathology.

2. Comprehensive review of studies utilizing seed-based functional connectivity in PTSD {#s0035}
=======================================================================================

Seed-based functional connectivity (sbFC) is an analytical technique designed to investigate correlations in functional activity between a chosen brain region (i.e. "seed") and the rest of the brain or *a priori* chosen brain regions (i.e. "targets"). This flexible analysis method can be used to determine functional connectivity (FC) patterns at rest and during tasks by producing correlation maps between the seed region and every other voxel in the brain ([@b0185]) to evaluate synchronous brain activity. FC between a chosen seed and its targets represents the temporal correlation of activity between spatially distinct brain regions that may be altered in disease states ([@b0150], [@b0180]). sbFC has been used in PTSD research for several years as a primary method for investigating altered bivariate connectivity patterns in the disorder; however, ambiguity in seed and target assignment along with the need to select *a priori* seeds of interest are substantial limitations of sbFC approaches. While using whole-brain analyses to examine seed FC to all voxels in the brain removes some experimenter bias in target selection, individual studies implicating a bivariate connection are unable to provide information on how the brain is behaving or organized outside of that connection, preventing meaningful interpretations of alterations outside of bivariate circuits. These methodological limitations result in a restricted understanding of the neural circuitry of PTSD, with researchers relying on classical models of univariate activation that implicate mainly fronto-limbic circuitry, to select seeds and targets. Despite the limitations of sbFC methods, this approach has been vital to expanding understanding of brain function from that of single regions active in isolation to coordinated circuits of two brain regions influencing one another to facilitate brain function.

The following sections first provide a review of results from 36 sbFC studies in trauma-exposed clinical groups ("Initial Review"). Though resting-state FC and task-related FC in PTSD are likely imperfectly correlated, evidence suggests that resting-state FC is predictive of fear extinction following a conditioned fear reminder ([@b0175]), converges with task-based sbFC in identifying targets involved in social- and emotion-processing ([@b0205]), and allows for the isolation of networks that highly correspond with task-evoked network patterns ([@b0300]). As such, for the Initial Review, both resting-state and task-based fMRI studies are included in order to evaluate the classical neural circuitry models of PTSD, which are largely based in task-related activation. Next, in order to understand the overall patterns of connectivity revealed in these studies, we extracted the coordinates given in 23 of the 36 studies of resting-state sbFC in trauma-exposed samples with and without PTSD ("Resting-State Target Maps"). Here, only resting-state sbFC studies were included in order to standardize across fMRI paradigms, which was important because the sample size was restricted by the availability of coordinates from whole-brain corrected targets. Commonly chosen seeds for FC analyses in PTSD include the bilateral amygdalae; bilateral hippocampi; prefrontal regions including the anterior cingulate cortex, lateral prefrontal cortex, and medial prefrontal cortex; the insular cortex; and posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus. sbFC analyses are typically conducted between clinical groups, generally subjects with a PTSD diagnosis in comparison to trauma-exposed controls (TECs) or non-trauma exposed controls (NTCs) or between trauma-exposed participants without PTSD and NTCs.

For this section of the review, evidence for neural models of PTSD from sbFC studies will be evaluated according to predictions based on the central themes from the classical model and network model. According to the classical model of PTSD, the sbFC studies will overall demonstrate that individuals with PTSD exhibit altered FC mainly within the fronto-limbic circuit, represented by reduced FC from the mPFC to subcortical limbic regions ([@b0010], [@b0410], [@b0430], [@b0485], [@b0525]) and enhanced FC from the amygdala to the insula ([@b0010], [@b0410], [@b0430]) and dACC ([@b0010], [@b0315], [@b0430]). According to a network model perspective, it is anticipated that the sbFC studies will overall demonstrate patterns of altered connectivity to targets that reflect larger patterns of network structure at the whole-brain level, as well as altered FC to targets of the canonical networks implicated in the Triple Network model. Specifically, the classical model predicts reduced fronto-limbic FC, which may be evident in a network model by observing reduced FC between nodes of the DMN (e.g., vmPFC, hippocampus, and PCC) and the CEN (e.g., middle frontal gyrus and posterior parietal cortex), and limbic nodes, such as the amygdala. The classical model also suggests hyperactivity of SN nodes, including the anterior insular cortex and dACC; thus, according to a network model perspective, sbFC studies should demonstrate enhanced FC to these major nodes of the SN in the PTSD group, indicative of a hyperconnected SN.

2.1. Methods: Initial Review {#s0040}
----------------------------

### 2.1.1. Article selection and inclusion criteria {#s0045}

The article selection process is depicted in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Articles were initially selected through keyword searches on PubMed (www.pubmed.gov) and Google Scholar (scholar.google.com). Keyword searches included 'ptsd AND fMRI', 'ptsd AND seed', 'ptsd AND functional connectivity', and simply 'ptsd.' Articles were excluded if the authors did not use fMRI for FC or did not utilize a seed-based approach to determine FC. Both resting-state and task-based fMRI studies were included in the Initial Review. Articles were included if the PTSD group either met diagnostic threshold for PTSD or were sub-threshold but experienced a Criterion A traumatic event. Studies with both adult and pediatric patients were included. Due to the high comorbidity of disorders other than PTSD observed in trauma-exposed populations (i.e. depression and anxiety; [@b0070], [@b0265]), articles were excluded if the only trauma-exposed group was specifically recruited to be absent of any psychopathology (i.e. subjects were excluded for meeting diagnostic criteria for a mental disorder) and there was no PTSD group. These articles were excluded because the trauma-exposed controls (TECs) likely do not accurately represent individuals who do develop PTSD following trauma.Fig. 2Article inclusion flow-chart for initial review. Initial search terms on PubMed ([www.pubmed.gov](http://www.pubmed.gov){#ir005}) and Google Scholar (scholar.google.com) included 'ptsd AND fMRI', 'ptsd AND seed', 'ptsd AND functional connectivity', and simply 'ptsd.' Articles were excluded if the authors did not use fMRI for FC or did not utilize a seed-based approach to determine FC. Patient groups of both adults and adolescents/children were included, but only if the patient group was not recruited specifically to lack psychopathology. Studies were included if the patient group was trauma-exposed yet had sub-threshold symptoms for PTSD, but only if an explicit control group was included for comparison. That control group could be either trauma-exposed without PTSD (TECs) or non-trauma exposed (NTCs). This resulted in a total of 36 articles included in the initial review.

Comparison groups from included articles were either "healthy" controls without trauma exposure or psychopathology (NTCs) or TECs who did not meet diagnostic criteria for any mental disorders. Articles were excluded if the study lacked a control group (i.e. only conducted comparisons within the trauma-exposed or PTSD group). Because the goal of this review is to evaluate models that classify group differences in neurocircuitry related to PTSD, articles with a trauma-exposed group with subthreshold PTSD symptoms were only included if the comparison group was NTCs. Articles with a PTSD group demonstrating above-threshold symptoms were included if the comparison group was either NTCs or TECs. Included articles for the initial review utilized both whole-brain and ROI-based approaches for determining targets of altered FC; however, results from each article were only included if targets of FC survived correction for multiple comparisons. Studies were only excluded from seed maps if the authors failed to provide *xyz* coordinates for their chosen seeds.

### 2.1.2. Direction of altered functional connectivity in PTSD groups {#s0050}

The overall directionality of altered FC between PTSD and control groups (i.e. either enhanced or reduced FC from the seed to the target) was recorded for each included study, regardless of task. For articles that reported increased or reduced negative FC or anticorrelation, "increased negative" FC was considered "reduced" and "reduced negative" FC was considered "enhanced." The total number of targets from all studies and the total number of targets with reduced and enhanced FC, respectively, were determined. Directionality of altered connectivity was important for this review because classical models posit that some brain regions are hypoactive and some are hyperactive in PTSD; thus, evaluation of the merits of classical models is incomplete without examining the directionality of altered connectivity. Additionally, regardless of target or seed location, overall group differences in patterns of directionality of altered FC could suggest larger-scale disorganization in PTSD. Two-sample Z-tests with continuity correction were conducted using the prop.test function in R (<https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/stats/versions/3.6.1/topics/prop.test>) to determine if the number of targets of reduced FC in PTSD groups relative to controls differed from the number of targets of enhanced FC. Comparisons were made on the total number of targets from all included studies in the initial review, regardless of volume correction method or whether the target coordinate was provided.

### 2.1.3. Spatial maps {#s0055}

Spatial maps of chosen seeds were constructed in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space based on the *xyz* coordinates provided by the authors of each article. Coordinates that were given in Talariach space were converted to MNI space using Matlab's tal2mni function. Each seed coordinate was placed with a 6-mm radius sphere onto the MNI template brain and visualized using AFNI ([@b0155]) and MRIcroGL software (Version 23 June 2018 <https://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricrogl/>).

2.2. Review findings: Initial Review {#s0060}
------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Included studies and sample characteristics {#s0065}

The initial comprehensive review summarizes results from 36 articles, published between 2008 and early 2019 ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The articles discussed below have a combined 1080 subjects in their respective PTSD groups and 1073 controls. The PTSD group is comprised of 168 children or adolescents (eight articles) and 912 adults (29 articles) with PTSD or trauma exposure and subthreshold PTSD symptoms, while the control group contains 176 children or adolescents and 897 adults and one article ([@b0720]) evaluated subjects of both age groups. 110 patients and 111 controls were included from studies that allowed subthreshold PTSD symptoms in the PTSD group. Types of trauma exposure (e.g. interpersonal violence, motor vehicle accidents, natural disasters, etc.) varied within and between studies. Eight studies utilized task-based paradigms in fMRI, including processing of emotional faces ([@b0255], [@b0575], [@b0580]) and other emotional or threatening stimuli ([@b0330], [@b0460], [@b0650]) and fear conditioning ([@b0320], [@b0370]). The remaining 28 studies used resting-state fMRI. Only the studies that utilized whole-brain correction in their FC approaches (n = 23) were included in the target maps in [Section 2.4](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}.Table 2Seed-based functional connectivity in PTSD. 36 articles discussing seed-based functional connectivity results in trauma-exposed subjects were included for drawing seed and target maps. Task, type and number (N) of subjects in the patient population, type and number (N) of subjects in the control population, seed origin(s), target name(s) and direction of connectivity (increased or decreased) in PTSD are included for each study. Only targets surviving statistical correction are included for each study. \* Indicates ROI-based functional connectivity analysis; ^+^ Indicates whole-brain FC analysis. ^\$^Indicates studies not included on seed maps due to inability to locate seed coordinates. *fMRI*- functional magnetic resonance imaging; *PTSD* -- posttraumatic stress disorder; *L* -- left hemisphere; *R* -- right hemisphere; *B* -- bilateral; *mPFC* -- medial prefrontal cortex; *dmPFC* -- dorsal medial prefrontal cortex; *vmPFC* -- ventral medial prefrontal cortex; *dlPFC* -- dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex; *lPFC* -- lateral prefrontal cortex; *ACC* -- anterior cingulate cortex; *rACC* -- rostral anterior cingulate cortex; *dACC* -- dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; *pgACC* -- perigenual anterior cingulate cortex; *cACC* -- caudal anterior cingulate cortex; *PCC* -- posterior cingulate cortex; *IFG* -- inferior frontal gyrus; *SFG* -- superior frontal gyrus; *MFG* -- middle frontal gyrus; *MTG* -- middle temporal gyrus; *ITG* -- inferior temporal gyrus; *SOG* -- superior occipital gyrus; *OFG* -- orbital frontal gyrus; *SFG* -- superior frontal gyrus; *BLA* -- basolateral amygdala; *CMA* -- central medial amygdala.Author(s), DateTaskPopulation (N)Control (N)Seed OriginTarget NameDirection of FC (contrast)Notes*Amygdala seed*([@b0055])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (17)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (10)R AmygdalamPFC↓Predicted by CTQL SOG↓Predicted by CTQR Cerebellum↑Predicted by CTQR dmPFC↑Predicted by CAPSL AmygdalaR vlPFC/dlPFC↓Predicted by CTQL rACC↓Predicted by CTQL Insula↑Predicted by CAPSR dlPFC↑Predicted by CAPSR Insula↑Predicted by CAPSL dlPFC↑Predicted by CAPSR Cerebellum↓Predicted by CAPS  ([@b0720])^+^Resting State fMRIAdolescent girls (17) and adult women (14) with assault historyHealthy adolescent girls (19) and adult women (11) without assault historyL AmygdalaL Ventral ACC↓Adolescent assault survivors↑Adult assault survivors  ([@b0235])^+\$^Resting State fMRIAdult earthquake survivors with PTSD (57)Adult earthquake survivors without PTSD (77)B AmygdalaB MFG and medial frontal gyri↓ Positive  ([@b0565])^\*\$^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with PTSD (15)Adult male combat veterans without PTSD (14)R AmygdalaR Insula/STG↑ PositiveR dACC↓ AnticorrelationL Hippocampus↓L Inferior OFG↓rACC↓ AnticorrelationL AmygdalaR Insula↑ Positive  ([@b0595])^+\$^Resting State fMRIUrban youth with trauma exposure (21)Urban youth without trauma exposure (21)CMAsgACC↑Precuneus↑dl Sensorimotor cortex↓Superficial AmygdalaSFG↑Sensorimotor cortex↑ITG↑MTG↑L Insula↑dACC↓  ([@b0710])\*Resting State fMRIAdults with PTSD (48)Matched trauma-exposed healthy controls (34)CMAThalamus↓BLAOFC↓  ([@b0630])^+^Resting State fMRIAdults with reported childhood emotional maltreatment (44)Healthy adults without childhood emotional maltreatment (44)R AmygdalaB Occipital Cortex↓ NegativeB Precuneus↓ NegativeInsular Cortex/OFC↓ PositiveL Hippocampus↓ PositiveL Putamen↓ Positive  ([@b0470]) ^+\$^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with PTSD (15)Adult male combat veterans without PTSD (17)R AmygdalaInsula↑  ([@b0695])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult earthquake survivors with PTSD (33)Adult earthquake survivors without PTSD (33)L AmygdalaR Hippocampus/parahippocampus↑R vmPFC/ACC↑L STG↓R PCC/precuneus↓R Insula/MTG↓ NegativeR AmygdalaL Hippocampus/ parahippocampus↑L MTG↑R Middle/ITG↓R Medial/IFG↓R IFG/Insula↓R Middle Orbital Frontal Gyrus↑ NegativeL Insula/MTG↓ Negative  ([@b0015])^+\$^Resting State fMRIAdolescents with PTSD and history of sexual abuse (19)Age-, sex-, and IQ-matched healthy adolescents (23)R BLAR Frontal Pole↓L mPFC↓L Occipital Cortex↑L Parietal Lobe↑L CMAL OFC/subcallosal cortex↑L Parahippocampal Gyrus↑L Temporal PoleR CMAB Parietal Cortex↓B Occipital Cortex↓  ([@b0715])^+^Resting State fMRIAdults with PTSD (24)Trauma-Exposed Healthy Adults (26)BLAOFC↓vmPFC↓CMAOFC↓  ([@b0080])^+\$^Resting State fMRIAdult 9/11 Responders with PTSD (20)Adult 9/11 Responders without PTSD (22)L BLApgACC/dmPFC↑R BLAdACC↑L IFG↓  ([@b0105])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult typhoon survivors with PTSD (27)Adult typhoon survivors\
without PTSD (33) and non-exposed healthy adults (30)L AmygdalaL SMA↑PTSD vs. TECB vmPFC↓PTSD vs. HCR ITG↑PTSD vs. HCR AmygdalaL Precuneus/PCC↓PTSD vs. HCL Superior Parietal Lobule↓PTSD vs. HC  ([@b0370])\*Preconditioning, fear conditioning, and generalization of facial stimuliAdult combat veterans with PTSD (32)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (35)R AmygdalaCalcarine Sulcus↑ (generalization \> preconditioning)vmPFC↓ (generalization \> preconditioning)  ([@b0580])^+^Emotional Faces Processing (neutral and fearful)Adult, African American women with PTSD (20)Adult, African American women with trauma exposure but no PTSD (20)R AmygdalasgACC↓ (fear \> neutral)R Globus Pallidus↑ (fear \> neutral)L AmygdalaR dlPFC↑ (fear \> neutral)([@b0255])\*Dynamic Emotional Faces ProcessingYouth with PTSD (25)Age- and sex-matched non-trauma-exposed youth (28)R AmygdalaB dmPFC↓ (angry \> neutral)↑ (happy \> neutral)L vlPFC↓ (angry \> neutral)↑ (happy \> neutral)  ([@b0335])\*^\$^Emotional Conflict InterferenceAdolescents with childhood trauma history (14)Age-, sex-, and IQ-matched adolescents without trauma history (16)AmygdalapgACC↓ Negative (postincongruent incongruent -postcongruent incongruent)  ([@b0650])^+\$^Neutral Faces Processing Preceded by Trauma-Related ImagesYouth with PTSD (24)Age- and sex-matched non-trauma-exposed youth (24)L AmygdalaB rACC/dmPFC↓ (threat -- neutral)L dmPFC↓ (threat -- neutral)  ([@b0460])\*^\$^Conscious and Subliminal Threat Processing with Trauma-Related WordsAdults with PTSD (26)Healthy, matched adults without PTSD (20)R CMASFG↑ (subliminal trauma \> neutral words)R BLAR Superior Colliculus↓ (subliminal trauma \> neutral words)L CMAL Pulvinar↑ (supraliminal trauma \> neutral words)  ***Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC) and Precuneus Seeds***([@b0235]) ^+\$^Resting State fMRIAdult earthquake survivors with PTSD (57)Adult earthquake survivors without PTSD (77)L PCCB Insula↑ Negative([@b0060])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult women with PTSD and childhood trauma (17)Healthy matched control women (15)PCC/PrecuneusR mPFC↓L Angular Gyrus↓R Angular Gyrus/MTG↓R SFG↓B MFG↓R MTG↓B ITG↓Thalamus↓R Parahippocampus↓Cerebellum↓R Amygdala↓R Insula↓  ([@b0570])^\*\$^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (15)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (15) and non-combat controls (15)PCCR Putamen↑  ([@b0225])^+^Resting State fMRIYouth aged 8--18 with PTSD (34)Matched, typically developing youth (21)B PCCL Amygdala↓With Age  ([@b0360])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (69)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (44)L PCCR Hippocampus↓  ([@b0160])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with (22) and without (18) PTSDHealthy civilian male adults (13)PrecuneusmPFC↓Both combat groups vs. controlsR Superior Parietal Lobule↓Both combat groups vs. controls  ([@b0455])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult vehicle accident victims with PTSD (17)Age- and sex-matched vehicle victims without PTSD (15)PCCL mPFC↓Inversely correlated with CAPS Score  ([@b0635])^+^Resting State fMRIAdolescents with PTSD only (14)Typically developing adolescents without trauma history (24)B PCCL Middle Occipital Gyrus↓  ***Medial Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC) Seeds***([@b0235])^+\$^Resting State fMRIAdult earthquake survivors with PTSD (57)Adult earthquake survivors without PTSD (77)L mPFCL Postcentral Gyrus↓ PositiveB PCC/Precuneus↓Positive  ([@b0570])^\*\$^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (15)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (15) and non-combat controls (15)vmPFCPrecentral Sulcus/SMA↑R Precentral Gyrus↑B Superior Temporal Sulcus↑rACC↓  ([@b0160])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with (22) and without (18) PTSDHealthy civilian male adults (13)mPFCPrecuneus↓Both combat groups vs. controlsR Superior Parietal Lobule↓Both combat groups vs. controls  ([@b0225])^+^Resting State fMRIYouth aged 8--18 with PTSD (34)Matched, typically developing youth (21)R vmPFCL Amygdala↓With Age([@b0360])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (69)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (44)vmPFCdACC↓Anticorrelation  ([@b0365])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with PTSD (39)Age-matched non-trauma exposed healthy male controls (28)L MFGL IFG↓L Frontal Operculum↓  ([@b0505])^+^Resting State fMRI (with attention task component)Adult male combat veterans with PTSD (36)Age-matched male civilian controls (21)MFGR Amygdala↓With orienting effect  ***Hippocampus/Parahippocampus Seeds***([@b0055])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (17)Adult combat veterans with PTSD (10)R HippocampusR dlPFC↓Predicted by CTQPCC/Precuneus↑Predicted by CTQR lPFC↓Predicted by CTQL rACC↓Predicted by CTQL HippocampusPCC/Precuneus↑Predicted by CTQ↓Predicted by CTQL Cerebellum↑Predicted by CTQL mPFC↓Predicted by CTQdmPFC↑Predicted by CAPSPCC↓Predicted by CAPS  ([@b0100])^\*\$^Resting State fMRIAdults with PTSD (17)Healthy matched controls (22)Posterior HippocampusPCC↓pgACC↓  ([@b0365])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with PTSD (39)Age-matched non-trauma exposed healthy male controls (28)L ParahippocampusB Fusiform Gyrus↓R Middle Occipital Gyrus↓L Middle Temporal Area↓R PCC↓  ([@b0715])^+^Resting State fMRIAdults with PTSD (24)Trauma-Exposed Healthy Adults (26)HippocampusvmPFC↓  ([@b0320])^+^Partial Reinforcement Classical Fear ConditioningAdults with PTSD (19)Matched, trauma-exposed controls (24)L Parahippocampal GyrusR Inferior Parietal Lobule↓ (US \> omitted US)L Medial Frontal Gyrus↓ (US \> omitted US)R Precentral Gyrus↓ (US \> omitted US)  ***Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) Seeds***([@b0720])^+^Resting State fMRIAdolescent girls (17) and adult women (14) with assault historyHealthy adolescent girls (19) and adult women (11) without assault historydACCL Precuneus↓Adolescent assault survivorsL Angular GyrusL Lingual GyrusrACCR Precuneus↓Adolescent assault survivorsR Ventral Anterior Superior Frontal Gyrus↑Adult assault survivors  ([@b0630])^+^Resting State fMRIAdults with reported childhood emotional maltreatment (44)Healthy adults without childhood emotional maltreatment (44)L dACCR Angular Cortex↓ NegativeR Precuneus↓ NegativeB Frontal Cortex↓ Positive  ([@b0260])^+^Resting State fMRIMale combat veterans with (31) and without (25) PTSDMale civilian controls (25)R cACCR Precentral Gyrus↓Both combat groups vs. controlsL cACCL Precentral Gyrus↓Both combat groups vs. controlsR pgACCR Superior Medial Gyrus↓Both combat groups vs. controlsL pgACCL Superior Medial Gyrus↓Both combat groups vs. controlsL MTG↓Both combat groups vs. controls  ([@b0505])^+^Resting State fMRI (with attention task component)Adult male combat veterans with PTSD (36)Age-matched male civilian controls (21)dACCvmPFC↓With orienting effectPCC↓With orienting effectL SFG↓With orienting effectR SFG↓With orienting effectL STG↓With orienting effectR MTG/ITG↓With orienting effect  ([@b0255])\*Dynamic Emotional Faces ProcessingYouth with PTSD (25)Age- and sex-matched non-trauma-exposed youth (28)dACCB dmPFC↓ (angry \> neutral)↑ (happy \> neutral)  ***Lateral Prefrontal Cortex (lPFC) Seeds***([@b0225])^+^Resting State fMRIYouth aged 8--18 with PTSD (34)Matched, typically developing youth (21)L vlPFCL Hippocampus↓With AgeL dlPFCL Hippocampus↓With Age  ([@b0365])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with PTSD (39)Age-matched non-trauma exposed healthy male controls (28)L IFGR SMA↓L MFG↓L SFGL Medial Frontal↓L Middle Cingulate↓L Insula↓L Anterior Insula↓R IFG↓([@b0400]) ^+^Resting State fMRIAdults with PTSD (21)Trauma-exposed adults without PTSD (30) and healthy controls (36)R dlPFCPrecuneus↑ Negative  ***Insular Cortex Seeds***([@b0570])^\*\$^Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (15)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (15) and non-combat controls (15)L Anterior InsulaL Peri-Insula/STG↑R Hippocampus↑R Amygdala↑  ([@b0375])\*Resting State fMRIAdults with PTSD (44)Age-matched healthy controls (40)L Anterior InsulaR BLA↑L Mid InsulaL BLA↑L Posterior InsulaL BLA↑R Anterior InsulaB BLA↑R Mid InsulaL BLA↑  ([@b0365])^+^Resting State fMRIAdult male combat veterans with PTSD (39)Age-matched non-trauma exposed healthy male controls (28)L InsulaR Middle Cingulate↑

Nineteen of the included studies examined FC from the amygdala in PTSD, eight used the posterior cingulate (PCC)/precuneus, seven utilized seeds within the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), five utilized the hippocampus/parahippocampus as a seed, five examined connectivity from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), three from the lateral prefrontal cortex (lPFC), and three from the insula ([Fig. S1](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). Investigators also chose seeds in the thalamus ([@b0670]), vestibular nuclei ([@b0210]), superior colliculus and locus ceruleus ([@b0575]), supplementary motor area ([@b0365]), and putamen ([@b0320]) for FC studies in PTSD ([Table S1](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}; [Fig. S2](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). A detailed summary of FC targets from each seed is provided in the [Supplemental Material](#s0160){ref-type="sec"} and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.

### 2.2.2. Spatial map of seed regions {#s0070}

A spatial map was constructed to visually display seed regions used in this line of research ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Eleven studies were excluded from the spatial map of seed regions because the authors failed to provide *xyz* coordinates for their chosen seed, leaving 25 studies for the seed map. The remaining studies provided coordinates for 16 amygdala seeds from ten studies, six PCC/precuneus seeds from six studies, five mPFC seeds from five studies, five hippocampus/parahippocampus seeds from four studies, nine ACC seeds from five studies, four lPFC seeds from three studies, six insular cortex seeds from two studies, and eight "other" seeds from five studies ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 3Seed map for initial review. 25 of the 36 studies provided *xyz* coordinates for their chosen seeds in seed-based functional connectivity analyses. Coordinates were used to draw 6-mm spheres in MNI space to visualize ROIs. The most commonly chosen seed was the amygdala (19 studies), followed by the posterior cingulate/precuneus (8), the medial prefrontal coretex (7), hippocampus/parahippocampus (6), anterior cingulate cortex (5), lateral prefrontal cortex (3), insula (3) and others including the thalamus and locus ceruleus.

2.3. Discussion and evaluation of models: Initial Review {#s0075}
--------------------------------------------------------

The initial review of sbFC studies in trauma-exposed groups with and without PTSD reveals an unclear picture of altered FC patterns in PTSD groups. Predictably, based on the classical model, many studies chose to examine the amygdala as a seed. These studies suggest moderate support for the classical model in that one study noted reduced FC from the amygdala to the vmPFC during safety learning ([@b0370]) and three studies observed enhanced FC from the amygdala to regions of the dACC and anterior insula ([@b0055], [@b0595], [@b0695]); however, one of the same studies and one other observed evidence for reduced FC from the amygdala to the anterior insula and dACC ([@b0595], [@b0630]), which is not fully consistent with the classical model and hinders interpretability of these results. Two studies use the anterior insula as a seed and provide supportive evidence for the classical model by observing increased FC to the amygdala in PTSD groups ([@b0375], [@b0570]); however, both of these studies utilize *a priori* targets with small-volume, rather than whole-brain correction, and thus are potentially biased in their observations. Of the seven studies that utilized mPFC seeds for FC analyses, two found evidence for reduced FC from the mPFC to the amygdala ([@b0225], [@b0505]), lending some support to the classical model. Though the classical model would imply a dominance of altered fronto-limbic circuitry in PTSD groups, the literature suggests that many other circuits are also associated with PTSD and trauma exposure, signifying a role of altered neural circuitry beyond the fronto-limbic circuit. In order to evaluate the evidence for a network model of PTSD neural circuitry, the following sections utilize the coordinates for the targets provided from resting-state, whole-brain corrected sbFC studies to visualize possible network structure from bivariate circuits.

2.4. Methods: Resting-state target maps {#s0080}
---------------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Article selection and inclusion criteria {#s0085}

Articles selected for the resting-state seed and target maps were a subset of the 36 articles from the Initial Review (see [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for selection process). Articles were excluded from the resting-state target map section of the review if the fMRI paradigm involved a task, if the authors used small-volume correction on *a priori* targets, or if no target coordinates were provided. Due to the small number of task-based studies eligible for this section of the review and the evidence suggesting that resting-state organization is highly correlated with functional organization during tasks ([@b0090], [@b0095]), only resting-state studies were included in this section of the analysis in order to standardize task paradigms in fMRI.Fig. 4Article inclusion flow-chart for target maps. The 36 articles selected from the initial review were used for the basis of the target map analysis. Studies were excluded if the fMRI task used was any paradigm other than resting-state (8 articles). From the remaining 28 articles, five studies were excluded because they utilized *a priori* target regions with small-volume correction to define targets of altered FC in patient groups. The resultant target maps contained resting-state, whole-brain corrected targets from 23 studies.

### 2.4.2. Canonical network membership of whole-brain corrected targets {#s0090}

Target maps were constructed in MNI space based on the coordinates provided by the authors of each article. Coordinates that were given in Talariach space were converted to MNI space using Matlab's tal2mni function. Each coordinate was placed with a 6-mm radius sphere onto the MNI template brain. Studies that did not provide coordinates for the targets were excluded from the maps produced in this review. In order to define anatomical locations of key networks in an unbiased manner, networks were defined using the cortical atlas by Yeo and colleagues ([@b0665]). The DMN, CEN, and SN were extracted from the Yeo et al. parcellation and projected onto an MNI template brain using AFNI ([@b0155]) and MRIcroGL software (Version 23 June 2018 <https://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricrogl/>). Each of the 6-mm radius targets from whole-brain corrected resting-state studies was displayed over the three networks and the target was classified as "*DMN"*, "*CEN"*, "*SN"* or "*Other"* based on anatomical overlap with the cortical parcellation. Finally, one-sample Pearson's Chi-Squared tests conditioned on the total number of targets within the three canonical networks were conducted to determine differences in network membership of targets from each seed. Because each of the three canonical networks consists of a different number of voxels within the cortical atlas, expected proportions for all Chi-Squared tests were calculated based on the size of each network (in voxels). All tests were conducted with Yates' Continuity Correction using the chisq.test function in R. Further details regarding the methods for this section are included in the Supplemental Material.

2.5. Review findings: Resting-state target maps {#s0095}
-----------------------------------------------

### 2.5.1. Included studies -- Target maps {#s0100}

28 of the 36 studies included in the Initial Review conducted FC analyses from resting-state fMRI scans, while two used fear conditioning tasks and six used emotional- or threat-processing tasks in fMRI. A total of 13 studies were excluded from the original 36 due to task-based fMRI paradigms (n = 8) or *a priori* ROI approaches using small-volume correction (n = 5). This left a total of 23 studies included on the target maps for this review, all of which were whole-brain corrected, resting-state studies. Combined, the studies included on target maps represent 708 trauma-exposed patients with (n = 612) or without (n = 96) PTSD and 673 controls. 105 of the PTSD group and 108 of the controls were children or adolescents, while the remaining subjects were adults (n = 603 in PTSD group, n = 565 in control group).

### 2.5.2. Direction of altered functional connectivity in PTSD groups -- Initial Review and target maps {#s0105}

A total of 199 targets were identified in the 36 studies included in the Initial Review. 119 of these targets demonstrated reduced FC from their seed in PTSD groups, while 74 demonstrated enhanced FC and six displayed both ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}). Following removal of targets for which evidence of both enhanced and reduced FC was found, this difference was significant (*Χ^2^(1) =* 20.1*, p \<* .001), indicating that significantly more targets of altered FC in the PTSD group displayed reduced connectivity from their seeds relative to the number of enhanced FC targets ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). This effect remains significant when removing targets from studies with subjects aged below 18 \[167 targets total, 64 enhanced FC, 103 reduced FC (*Χ^2^(1) =* 17.29*, p* \< .001)\]*.* 97 of the 143 targets from articles utilizing resting-state whole-brain corrected analyses (i.e. the 23 studies included in Target Maps) demonstrated reduced FC compared to 46 that displayed enhanced FC (*Χ^2^(1) =* 55.5*, p \<* .001; [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). This finding reflects the previous from the Initial Review in that PTSD groups displayed significantly more targets of reduced FC in comparison to targets of enhanced connectivity. Additional comparisons within each type of control group (i.e. PTSD vs. NTC, PTSD vs. TEC, and TEC vs. NTC) revealed that the PTSD group showed significantly more targets of reduced FC in the PTSD vs. NTC comparison with 62 targets; however, the was no difference between the groups in proportion of reduced FC targets in the PTSD vs. TEC studies or the TEC vs. NTC studies ([Fig. S5](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}, [Table S2](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}) suggesting that choice of control group may influence conclusions regarding directionality of altered FC.Table 3Comparison of directionality of altered functional connectivity targets in patient groups. For targets of altered functional connectivity (FC) from the seed-based studies, patient groups demonstrated disproportionately reduced FC compared to enhanced. This effect was significant in both the Initial Review of all targets and the target map review, which included only resting-state, whole-brain corrected targets. For the initial review, six targets demonstrated both enhanced and reduced FC and therefore were excluded for comparisons. One such target was excluded from the target map review.Targets Enhanced FC OnlyTargets Reduced FC Only*Χ^2^(1)p*All Included Targets in Initial Review (n = 199)7411920.06\<.001  Target Map Studies Only (n = 143)469734.97\<.001Fig. 5Direction of altered seed-based functional connectivity in patient groups from initial review. 193 targets that displayed only enhanced or reduced functional connectivity (FC) in patient groups were compared using a two-sample Z-test to determine the difference in proportions of enhanced vs. reduced FC. Patients displayed disproportionately more targets of reduced FC from their seeds compared to enhanced. This effect remained significant when removing targets from studies that utilized subjects under the age of 18.Fig. 6Direction of altered seed-based functional connectivity in patient groups from target maps. 143 resting-state, whole-brain corrected targets that displayed only enhanced or reduced functional connectivity (FC) in patient groups were compared using a two-sample Z-test to determine the difference in proportions of enhanced vs. reduced FC. Patients displayed disproportionately more targets of reduced FC from their seeds compared to enhanced. This effect remained significant when removing targets from studies that utilized subjects under the age of 18.

### 2.5.3. Network membership of targets of altered functional connectivity in PTSD {#s0110}

[Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, and [Fig. S6](#s0160){ref-type="sec"} summarize the key findings for the network membership of targets with altered functional connectivity in PTSD. With the exception of lateral and medial prefrontal cortex seeds, targets of altered connectivity in PTSD from all seeds were located disproportionately within the DMN compared to the CEN and SN. This trend was the same for targets of both enhanced in reduced FC from the amygdala ([Figs. S3 and S4](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). Specific details for each seed are provided in the [Supplemental Material](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}.Fig. 7Network membership of targets of altered functional connectivity in PTSD patient groups. Each of the 6-mm radius targets from whole-brain corrected resting-state studies was displayed over the three networks of the Triple Network Model and the target was classified as "DMN", "CEN", "SN"or "Other"based on anatomical overlap with the cortical parcellation. Because the Yeo et al. cortical parcellation excludes subcortical regions from the atlas, most subcortical targets were excluded from network membership classification; however, the participation of the hippocampus within the default mode network is well-established ([@b0200], [@b0195], [@b0475]) and thus targets in thehippocampus were counted as part of the DMN in this analysis. One-sample Pearson's Chi-Squared tests conditioned on the total number of targets within the three networks in total were conducted to determine differences in network membership of targets from each seed. Expected proportions for all Chi-Squared tests were calculated based on the size of each network (in voxels). A) 54 targets from the amygdala B) 23 targets from the PCC/Precuneus C) 7 targets from the mPFC D) 13 targets from the hippocampus/parahippocampus E) 20 targets from the ACC F) 10 targets from the lPFC. *DMN =* default mode network, *CEN =* central executive network, *SN =* salience network, *PCC =* posterior cingulate cortex, *mPFC =* medial prefrontal cortex, *ACC =* anterior cingulate cortex, *lPFC =* lateral prefrontal cortex.Table 4Canonical network membership of targets with altered functional connectivity from common seeds. The number of altered connectivity targets in patient groups were counted and sorted by membership into canonical networks. Chi-squared tests were performed to assess significance of the proportion of targets in each network. *DMN* -- default mode network; *SN* -- salience network; *CEN* -- central executive network.Seed RegionTotal Resting-State Whole-Brain Targets in Canonical NetworksDMN TargetsSN TargetsCEN TargetsAmygdala4526118***Χ^2^(1)**p****DMN* vs*. SN***9.000.003***DMN* vs*. CEN***13.66\<.001***SN* vs*. CEN*0.270.6054  Posterior Cingulate Cortex (PCC)/Precuneus181332***Χ^2^(1)**p****DMN* vs*. SN***9.110.003***DMN* vs*. CEN***11.430.001***SN* vs*. CEN*01  Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC)161501***Χ^2^(1)**p****DMN* vs*. SN***24.60\<.001***DMN* vs*. CEN***21.13\<.001***SN* vs*. CEN*01  Lateral Prefrontal Cortex (lPFC)10442***Χ^2^(1)**p****DMN* vs*. SN*01*DMN* vs*. CEN*0.240.626*SN* vs*. CEN*0.240.626  Hippocampus/Parahippocampus8701***Χ^2^(1)**p****DMN* vs*. SN***9.140.003***DMN* vs*. CEN***6.250.012***SN* vs*. CEN*01  Medial Prefrontal Cortex (mPFC)5131***Χ^2^(1)**p****DMN* vs*. SN*0.420.519*DMN* vs*. CEN*01*SN* vs*. CEN*0.420.519

### 2.5.4. Supplementary comparisons excluding studies with non-adult subjects {#s0115}

To address any concern about developmental effects of bivariate FC on network membership, all comparisons from the above sections were also conducted using only targets from studies with adult subjects (age 18+). The statistical significance of all comparisons except for the DMN vs. SN contrast from the amygdala seed was unchanged from the full review ([Table S3](#s0160){ref-type="sec"}). When targets from studies with youth were removed, there was no longer a significant difference in the proportion of amygdala targets in the DMN versus the SN, suggesting that participant age may partially contribute to the dominance of the DMN in the FC literature.

2.6. Discussion and evaluation of models: Resting-state target maps {#s0120}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

sbFC studies of PTSD and trauma exposure reveal an inconsistent and often narrow picture of the neural profile of the disorder. Uni- and bivariate connectivity studies of PTSD suggest that PTSD may be associated with *either* hyper- or hypoactivation of threat-detection circuitry ([@b0005], [@b0010], [@b0085], [@b0275]), creating an unclear model of the neural correlates of the disorder. By examining many sbFC studies in concert, the current review addresses questions of directionality of neural alterations and suggests that PTSD is likely characterized by reduced FC to canonical networks. In fact, of the 143 resting-state whole-brain corrected targets reported in this review, reduced FC was observed to 97 targets, with seeds in all six of the common ROIs considered from the whole-brain corrected studies in this review.

Overall, globally reduced FC in individuals with PTSD may partially explain characteristic PTSD symptomology, including impaired fear extinction ([@b0170], [@b0380], [@b0420]) and poor emotional regulation ([@b0135], [@b0610]). Globally reduced FC in PTSD, as demonstrated by this analysis, may also contribute to resistance to cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which is the leading therapeutic treatment for PTSD ([@b0130]). CBT has recently been shown to increase functional connectivity between the amygdala and various cortical regions involved in cognitive control in patients with social anxiety ([@b0675]) and PTSD ([@b0530]), indicating that the efficacy of CBT in anxiety disorders may rest in strengthening functional connections throughout the brain. Patients with globally reduced FC may be less responsive to CBT compared to patients with stronger FC throughout the brain because the necessary functional connections for clinical improvement are reduced at baseline. Reduced FC across networks may also indicate increased functional modularity of the brain networks in which these seeds reside (limbic, DMN, and CEN, respectively) or globally reduced integration of neural processing in PTSD. Though some degree of modularity is necessary for economical brain network organization ([@b0090]), highly modular brain networks may result in failures in inter-network communication and inability to perform on cognitively-demanding tasks ([@b0050], [@b0140], [@b0190], [@b0685]). Maladaptive modular structure in PTSD could similarly contribute to cognitive and regulatory deficits that prevent efficacy of therapeutic interventions for PTSD patients. The limitations of sbFC methods preclude specific conclusions about global- and network-level modular structure; as such, investigating the hypothesis of altered modular structure in PTSD patients requires integrated approaches that consider both classical models and functional networks.

Another consistent observation from these studies is altered FC in trauma-exposed and PTSD patients from various seeds to regions comprising the DMN. In fact, targets of FC from four major seeds (amygdala, hippocampus/parahippocampus, PCC/precuneus, and ACC) preferentially fall into the DMN relative to the SN and CEN ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}). This result suggests a disproportionate role for the DMN in the neural circuitry of PTSD, which may contribute to re-experiencing and dissociative symptoms, fear generalization, and avoidance in PTSD patients ([@b0020]). Examining bivariate FC alone, which has been the norm for PTSD research for the last decade, obscures this important finding of DMN dominance in PTSD neural circuitry by neglecting the role of other nodes outside of the bivariate circuit. It is possible that the dominance of the DMN observed in this report is obvious only in resting-state, as the DMN is generally considered the "task-negative" network ([@b0350], [@b0475]). The limited number of task-based sbFC studies in PTSD that use whole-brain correction methods precluded examination of the role of the DMN in task-positive conditions; however, this is an important avenue for further research. Future studies should consider the role of the DMN and other canonical networks as whole, cohesive components rather than individual univariate parts. When compiled together into target maps, the sbFC studies contained in this review are showing clearly altered connectivity in large-scale networks in patient groups with PTSD and trauma exposure relative to healthy comparison subjects.

Examining sbFC studies together provides some support for the classical model of PTSD neural circuitry in that PTSD groups demonstrate generally reduced FC from prefrontal cortex seeds, and FC targets from seeds in the PFC did not preferentially fall into any specific canonical network. Additionally, two of the seven resting-state targets from the mPFC demonstrated reduced connectivity to the amygdala, further supporting the classical model; however, because a central theme of the classical model is reduced fronto-limbic connectivity in PTSD, one might expect for more than two of seven mPFC targets to show altered FC with the amygdala. This speaks to the univariate activation methods on which the classical models are based, indicating that fronto-limbic dominance may be most observable during tasks that are known activate the circuit, such as fear- or emotion-processing paradigms, or when *a priori* target selection biases results. Thus, an integrated methodology that considers the evidence for a fronto-limbic model alongside a whole-brain approach may be merited. Similarly, enhanced FC from the amygdala to the insula and dACC (or the SN under a network-based conceptualization) was observed in two studies that used resting-state, whole-brain corrected analyses, providing some support for the classical model; however, the majority of targets from the amygdala in this section of the review were nodes of the DMN rather than the SN. Again, the limited support for the classical model of PTSD neural circuitry from sbFC studies may be the consequence of the model's basis in task-related activation or experimenter bias in target selection failing to reflect the brain's organization in resting-state.

Taken together, the sbFC studies presented in this review provide strong evidence for a network model of PTSD neural circuitry. Firstly, the targets of altered FC in the PTSD group fall predominantly within canonical networks, specifically within the three networks implicated in the Triple Network Model of Psychopathology. Additionally, the finding of globally reduced FC in the PTSD group is supportive of a network model of PTSD neural circuitry because it indicates larger, coordinated patterns of altered brain organization outside of simple univariate activation. Secondly, the sbFC studies implicate a hypo-connected DMN in the PTSD group, supporting the prediction that a representative network model would demonstrate reduced FC to nodes of the DMN. While seven studies indicate reduced FC from various seeds to the CEN, the CEN does not emerge as a dominant network in PTSD neural circuitry and thus sbFC evidence does not support the prediction of reduced FC to the CEN in a network model. Similarly, while three studies observed enhanced FC from the amygdala to the SN, five studies actually observed *reduced* FC to SN nodes. This finding fails to support the prediction that a network model of PTSD neural circuitry would demonstrate enhanced FC to nodes of the SN in PTSD groups.

Overall, results from sbFC studies examined as a unit reveal network patterns of altered brain organization in subjects with PTSD, lending support to a network model of PTSD neural circuitry. Elements of the classical model of PTSD neural circuitry were also supported, suggesting that an integrated approach that bridges both classical and network-based models may be appropriate for future work. Recently, investigators have begun to utilize network-based analysis methods to explicitly examine network patterns of altered functional organization in PTSD patients. Though the extant research is limited thus far, the remainder of this review aims to summarize the network-level literature on PTSD neural circuitry in order to evaluate the evidence for both models.

3. Emerging network-based models of altered functional organization in PTSD {#s0125}
===========================================================================

Computational methods in fMRI are vastly expanding the scope of answerable research questions in neuroscience. Elegant mathematical models and integration of graph theory and large-scale network concepts into fMRI analysis have allowed for the modeling of complex, coordinated brain systems from both resting-state and task timecourse data. Importantly, network-based approaches largely surpass the many limitations of sbFC and univariate activation models discussed above, namely the introduction of bias from choosing targets *a priori* and the resulting narrowed scope of investigation into simplistic circuits. The utilization of these methods for understanding the brain in health and disease has gleaned important insights into neural correlates underlying psychological disorders. To date, researchers have utilized two main tools for network-based analysis on neuroimaging data: Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and graph theory. From these studies, the functional structure of the human brain and its networks has been revealed. A 2011 study by Power and colleagues was one of the first to employ graph theoretical network principles to functional brain imaging to define a reliable set of nodes that fall consistently into large-scale networks within the healthy young adult brain ([@b0440]). The authors found that functional nodes of the brain do indeed fall into reliable subgraphs with high agreement between subjects and certain networks. The visual, default mode, central executive, and dorsal and ventral attention networks are particularly reliable in their partitioning between subjects and iterations ([@b0440]). This study was an important validation for graph network methods in neuroimaging, from which more precise conclusions can be drawn about normative and deviant structure.

Evidence suggests that functional organization follows a developmental trajectory such that children demonstrate less structurally ([@b0045]) and functionally ([@b0110]) segregated brain networks than young adults. Subsequently, older adults demonstrate more functional integration than do middle-aged adults ([@b0405]), indicating that brain network segregation may reach a peak during young adulthood and decline with normal ageing. While network organization follows a general developmental trajectory, the configuration of functional brain networks adjusts dynamically to meet the demands of cognitive tasks. Many networks that are involved in the execution of cognitive functions have a highly-connected node structure to coordinate with other functional networks to meet the demands of the task at hand ([@b0440]). Additionally, the number of functional networks that are involved in the execution of tasks increases with the cognitive demand of the tasks, likely facilitated by the highly-connected nodes found in networks that respond to high cognitive demands ([@b0050]). Similarly, global functional connectivity adapts dynamically to tasks, decreasing during standard N-Back and sequence-tapping tasks ([@b0140]) and during target detection ([@b0190]) to reduce network segregation and become more integrative to respond to the changing cognitive environment. Importantly, task performance may also be related to successful shifting of connectivity structure, as participants with more functionally segregated brains perform better on simple orienting tasks ([@b0685]) while functional segregation was found to be negatively correlated with accuracy on complex tasks ([@b0140], [@b0685]). These findings indicate that proper segregation and integration within and between functional networks is important for accurately meeting environmental demands. While the normative organization and development of large-scale brain networks at rest and during task is still under further investigation, the evidence garnered from individuals without psychopathology forms a crucial baseline from which deviations can be attributed to disordered functioning in PTSD.

The following sections describe the basic concepts behind both ICA and graph theory applications to fMRI, as well as discussion of the extant literature on network-based approaches in subjects with trauma exposure and PTSD. Subsequently, the evidence from this body of literature will be discussed in light of the central themes from each model of PTSD neural circuitry (i.e. classical univariate activation and network models). If the themes from the classical model are reliably detected in PTSD network literature, PTSD groups will display dominance of the amygdala and the mPFC in the altered neural profile. This may be observed through enhanced integration of the amygdala or reduced integration of the mPFC into large-scale networks of interest, or alterations in node characteristics such as clustering or participation coefficient of these two nodes. If the central themes of the network model reliably characterize PTSD neural circuitry, PTSD groups will demonstrate altered global connectivity patterns in the whole brain network, including changes in modularity or small-worldness. Additionally, a network model would predict reduced connectivity profiles of the DMN and CEN in PTSD groups, as well as enhanced connectivity of the SN.

3.1. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) {#s0130}
-----------------------------------------

The development of Independent Component Analysis (ICA) methods for psychiatric neuroimaging has proven particularly advantageous, as this method allows for the isolation of neural networks in tasks with unknown neural models (please see the Supplemental Material for a description of ICA methodologies). Accordingly, ICA can be used in exploratory analyses to find large-scale neural correlates of health and disease without the need to rely on established paradigms. ICA can be used in the study of PTSD to isolate spatially-distributed networks during the same emotion- and threat-processing tasks used to develop the classical circuitry models as well as at rest. As such, ICA adds an additional tool for use in understanding the neural organization of PTSD whereby researchers can examine the function of spatially-distributed neural networks that may be driving the neural circuitry patterns observed in classical models.

Several studies have utilized ICA to understand alterations in functional networks in PTSD, starting with the canonical networks (DMN, CEN, and SN; [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}). Within the DMN, PTSD is correlated with increased connectivity of the network at rest, the strength of which is also positively correlated with re-experiencing symptoms in PTSD patients ([@b0415]). During a threat-processing task, Rabellino and colleagues also observed increased connectivity with the DMN, in this case indicating higher integration of the amygdala with the DMN during subliminal threat processing ([@b0465]). Alternatively, other groups have found evidence for decreased DMN functional connectivity during resting state in PTSD ([@b0490], [@b0520], [@b0705]), with one study observing an inverse association between DMN coupling and depersonalization and derealization symptoms ([@b0615]). In the Zhang et al. study, the authors observed decreased functional connectivity between the DMN and the SN, drawing an important link to the SN's differential connectivity in PTSD. Because the SN is thought to facilitate the switch between the DMN and CEN to meet external cognitive demand ([@b0350], [@b0355]), the finding of decreased functional connectivity between the DMN and SN in PTSD indicates an impaired ability to switch out of the self-referential state and into a state of cognitive control or vice versa. During an emotional faces eye-gaze task, Thome and colleagues found more evidence for altered SN functional connectivity when they observed increased integration of the left amygdala and right insula into the SN of the PTSD group during direct eye gaze and a positive association between PTSD symptom severity and integration of the mid-cingulate into the SN ([@b0600]). Finally, some evidence from ICA indicates decreased coupling and connectivity of certain regions of the CEN during threat-processing ([@b0465]) and at rest ([@b0520]) in PTSD, with one study identifying increased excitatory connections between the CEN and the posterior DMN in subjects with PTSD ([@b0250]) adding to the picture of PTSD as a neural disorder associated with altered connectivity within and between major functional networks.Table 5Studies of posttraumatic stress disorder using Independent Component Analysis in fMRI. Nine different studies utilized fMRI to investigate large-scale network alterations in PTSD patient groups. *DMN --* default mode network; *SN* -- salience network; *CEN* -- central executive network; *FC* -- functional connectivity; *SMA* -- supplementary motor area; *ACC* -- anterior cingulate cortex; *mPFC* -- medial prefrontal cortex; *PCC* -- posterior parietal cortex; *TEC* -- trauma-exposed control; *HC --* healthy control; *dACC* -- dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.Author(s) and YearPatient Group (N)Control Group (N)TaskNetwork(s) of InterestRelationship with Population([@b0415])Youth with PTSD (29)Non-Traumatized, aged-matched healthy youth (30)Resting StateDMNIncreased FC within DMN\
DMN strength positively correlated with re-experiencing symptoms  ([@b0490])Adults with PTSD (20)Adults with Trauma Exposure and no PTSD (20)Resting StateDMNDecreased connectivity with right premotor cortex, lateral prefrontal cortex, and posterior medial frontal regions  ([@b0520])Adult Earthquake Survivors with PTSD (18)Adult Earthquake Survivors without PTSD (20)Resting StateCENDecreased FC in medial frontal gyrus\
Increased FC in SMASNDecreased FC in middle frontal gyri\
Increased FC in right insulaDMNDecreased within-network connectivity  ([@b0705])Adult motor vehicle accident survivors with PTSD (20)Matched healthy adults without PTSD (20)Resting StateSN → posterior DMNIncreased Negative FCSNDecreased ACC CouplingDMNDecreased mPFC and PCC coupling  ([@b0615])Adults with PTSD and experience of childhood trauma (21)NoneResting StateSNReduced within-network connectivity associated with increased hyperarousal symptomsDMNReduced within-network connectivity associated with increased depersonalization/derealization symptomsCEN → DMNReduced between-network connectivity associated with increased depersonalization/derealization symptoms  ([@b0250])Adult typhoon survivors with PTSD (27)Adult typhoon survivors without PTSD (33) and non-exposed healthy adults (30)Resting StateCEN → Posterior DMNIncreased excitatory connection (PTSD vs. TEC and HC)  ([@b0465])Adults with PTSD (26)Healthy Adults without PTSD (20)Threat-ProcessingCENHypercoupling of dACC and mPFC with the CENSNHigher integration of dACC and mPFC with SN during subliminal threat processingDMNHigher integration of the amygdala with the DMN during subliminal threat processing  ([@b0600])Adult females with PTSD and childhood trauma exposure (16)Healthy adult females without PTSD (16)Direct vs. Averted Eye Gaze with Emotional FacesSNIncreased within-network FC during direct vs. averted eye gaze due to increased integration of left amygdala and right insula\
PTSD symptom severity positively correlated with mid-cingulate integration with SN  ([@b0500])Adult females with PTSD and exposure to interpersonal violence (15)Matched healthy adult females without PTSD (14)Neutral Reinforcement LearningVentral Striatum/mPFCDecreased encoding of prediction errors in PTSDAnterior InsulaDecreased encoding of prediction errors in PTSD

3.2. Graph theory {#s0135}
-----------------

Several principles of graph theory have been applied to investigations of brain network communication and dynamics. When using graph theory methods for fMRI analysis, investigators conceptualize the timecourse of functional activity within each brain region (or "node") as one large, interconnected graph. The graph can then be analyzed in terms of local connectivity (i.e. connectivity profiles of individual nodes or circuits) and global connectivity (i.e. large-scale organization of the entire graph). The relevant definitions for local connectivity measures are located within [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}. Please see the Supplemental Material for further descriptions of graph theory concepts and methods.Table 6Definitions for relevant measures of local connectivity from graph theory analyses. *Relevant references include:* ([@b0030], [@b0040], [@b0035], [@b0445], [@b0450], [@b0550], [@b0555], [@b0625]).Local Connectivity MeasureDefinitionAssortativityCorrelation between the degree of a node and the mean degree of its nearest neighbors; positive correlations indicate that the given node is likely to be connected to other nodes of the same degreeBetweenness CentralityMeasure of a node's influence in a network based on the proportion of shortest paths that connect through that node; the number of times a node acts as a bridge between shortest paths of other nodesClustering CoefficientMeasure of the connectedness of a node to its nearest neighbors; nodes with high clustering coefficients are have neighbors that are mutually connected into communitiesEfficiencyMetric of information transfer; inversely proportional to the average minimum path lengthHubHighly clustered, central node that facilitates communication within and between functional brain networksNode DegreeMeasure of the number of edges that connect to each node. High-degree nodes have many edges connected to other nodesNode StrengthMeasure of the strength of the correlation between a node and other nodes based on its edge weightParticipation CoefficientMeasure of the distribution of a node's connections across communities. Nodes with a high participation coefficient have connections across all communities in the networkPath LengthDetermined by the number of edges between two mediating nodes; shorter path lengths facilitate efficient information transferTransitivityMeasure of the proportion of complete node triangles within a network; networks with high values of transitivity have many edges connected to many other nodes

Studies that utilize graph theory approaches have a distinct advantage over ICA-based approaches because the use of graph theory can reveal information about the brain's global connectivity in disease states, while ICA is more limited to distinct network patterns of connectivity. Using this data-driven approach, researchers have painted a global picture of the brain's networks and connectome in PTSD, from which one can start to hypothesize whole-brain relationships with symptoms of the disorder ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}). As mentioned previously, the brain's functional connectome is conceptualized as a small-world network and deviations from this configuration, including reduced global efficiency and reduced clustering, have been linked to trauma exposure in youth ([@b0125], [@b0585], [@b0655]) and PTSD in adults ([@b0305]). Additionally, increased global modularity has been found to be associated with early life trauma in adolescents ([@b0120], [@b0125]) and combat-related PTSD severity in adults ([@b0025]). At the individual network level, altered connectivity, decreased nodal and global efficiency, and increased clustering has been found in the DMN of adults with PTSD ([@b0025], [@b0700]). Additionally, others have noted decreased connectivity and connectional density within a hippocampal-PFC network that could be predicted by re-experiencing symptom severity within an adult group of PTSD patients ([@b0545]). Observations such as these provide evidence for investigating PTSD and similar pathologies as disorders of deviation from normative canonical network structure, which might be driving the observations of decreased binodal functional connectivity in traditional neurocircuitry models of the disorder. Taken together, findings from these studies provide promising new outlets for research and evidence for reconceptualization of PTSD neural circuitry through a large-scale network perspective.Table 7Studies of posttraumatic stress disorder using measures from Graph Theory. Eleven different studies utilized concepts from graph theory in functional neuroimaging to investigate network-level alterations in PTSD patient groups. *ELT* - early life trauma; *CTQ* -- Childhood Trauma Questionnaire; *CAPS* -- Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale; *DMN* -- default mode network; *PFC* -- prefrontal cortex; *FC* -- functional connectivity; *IPV* -- interpersonal violence; *ACC* -- anterior cingulate cortex; *L* -- left hemisphere; *MFG* -- middle frontal gyrus.Author(s) and YearTaskPatient Group (N)Control Group (N)MetricRelationship with Population***Global Connectivity***([@b0125])Facial Emotion ProcessingAdolescent girls with experience of early life trauma (59)Healthy adolescent girls without trauma history (29)ModularityPositive association with ELTAssortativityPositive association with ELTGlobal EfficiencyNegatively associated with ELT  ([@b0390])Resting State DTIYoung adults with three or more events of childhood maltreatment (1 4 0)Young adults with no or low exposure to childhood maltreatment (1 2 2)Global Efficiency, Strength, and DegreeReduced in moderate-to-high childhood maltreatment exposure groupSmall-worldnessIncreased in moderate-to-high childhood maltreatment exposure group\
Increased path length in moderate-to-high exposure group  ([@b0450])Resting State DTIChildren with documented maltreatment before age 3 (25)Heathy children with no maltreatment exposure (24)Whole-Brain General Node StrengthDecreased overall node strength in childhood maltreatment groupGlobal Assortativity and TransitivityDecreased in childhood maltreatment group  ([@b0120])Resting State fMRIAdolescent girls with experience of early life trauma (26)Healthy adolescent girls without trauma history (30)ModularityGlobal modularity is positively correlated with emotional abuse subscale scores on the CTQ  ([@b0025])Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (36)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (35)ModularityIncreased with increasing CAPS severityInversely related to DMN functional connectivity strength, predicted by CAPS severity  ([@b0655])Resting State fMRIYouth earthquake survivors with PTSD (10)Youth earthquake survivors without PTSD (16)Clustering CoefficientReducedCharacteristic Path LengthReducedGlobal EfficiencyIncreased  ([@b0585])Resting State fMRIAdolescent earthquake survivors with PTSD (24)Adolescent earthquake survivors without PTSD (24)Small-worldnessIncreased clustering coefficient in PTSD group\
Normalized path length in PTSD\
Increased local efficiency in PTSD  ([@b0305])Resting State fMRIAdult earthquake survivors with PTSD (76)Adult earthquake survivors without PTSD (76)Small-worldnessReduced path length in PTSD group\
Higher clustering, global, and local efficiency in PTSD group  ***Local Connectivity***([@b0545])Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (2 0 8)--Connection Density in hippocampal-PFC networkNegative relationship between re-experiencing symptoms and connection densityWithin-Network ConnectivityNegative relationship between hippocampal-PFC network connectivity and re-experiencing symptoms  ([@b0700])Resting State fMRIAdult earthquake survivors with PTSD (62)Adult earthquake survivors without PTSD (62)Within Network FC of DMNNegative relationship with avoidance symptoms\
Decreased nodal efficiency in superior frontal gyrus\
Increased nodal efficiency in hippocampus/parahippocampus([@b0495])T1 StructuralAdult women exposed to interpersonal violence (IPV; 18)Matched healthy control women without interpersonal violence exposure (IPV; 18)Betweenness Centrality of ACC-Precuneus networkIncreased within IPV groupRegional Degree ConnectivityIncreased in temporal lobe regions in IPV groupConnection Density of FPNDecreased in IPV group  ([@b0450])Resting State DTIChildren with documented maltreatment before age 3 (25)Heathy children with no maltreatment exposure (24)Characteristic Path LengthIncreased in frontal lobe of childhood maltreatment group  ([@b0025])Resting State fMRIAdult combat veterans with PTSD (36)Adult combat veterans without PTSD (35)Functional Connectivity Strength of DMNReduced with increasing PTSD symptom severityGlobal Efficiency of DMNReduced with increasing PTSD symptom severityClustering Coefficient (DMN)Increased with increasing PTSD symptom severity  ([@b0655])Resting State fMRIYouth earthquake survivors with PTSD (10)Youth earthquake survivors without PTSD (16)Nodal CentralityIncreased -- L MFG, Caudate, Hippocampus\
Decreased -- L ACC, L Paracentral Lobule, Bilateral Thalamus

3.3. Discussion and evaluation of models: Network-based literature {#s0140}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The extant body of literature utilizing network-based approaches to investigate functional brain organization in subjects with trauma exposure and PTSD provides limited support for the classical model of PTSD neural circuitry. While the themes of the classical model would predict the PTSD group to demonstrate altered connectivity profiles in the fronto-limbic circuit primarily, evidence from the network literature provides little support for the dominance of this circuit in PTSD groups. In fact, only two studies isolated the amygdala as having altered connectivity at a network level in PTSD groups. In both studies, investigators observed increased integration of the amygdala with canonical networks, one with the DMN during a threat-processing task ([@b0465]) and the other with the SN during a direct eye gaze task ([@b0600]). The latter finding of enhanced integration of the amygdala with the SN supports the classical model's characterization of PTSD as a disorder associated with hyperactive amygdala and dACC; however, the former finding is not fully consistent with the classical model's characterization that PTSD is associated with reduced mPFC activity, as enhanced integration of the amygdala with the DMN would imply the existence of a robust, coordinated circuit. The apparent lack of altered amygdala-mPFC connectivity in resting-state, network-based analyses suggests that the classical model may only be supported by task-related fMRI analyses in PTSD groups. Similarly, the second prediction from the classical model of alterations in nodal characteristics of the amygdala and mPFC in PTSD groups is not supported by the network-based literature. While some studies indirectly suggest altered node characteristics of the mPFC through its integration with the DMN, no individual node was observed to have an altered connectivity profile that drove connectivity changes in the larger network structure. It is important to keep in mind, however, that network-based literature has a different focus than uni- and bivariate literature and therefore the lack of fronto-limbic connectivity revealed in the network literature may be a question of resolution and does not inherently imply a negation of classical models.

The network-based literature in PTSD patient groups provides substantive support for a network model of PTSD neural circuitry according to the predictions evaluated in this report. Several studies observed alterations in global connectivity patterns in the brain networks of PTSD groups, including increased modularity ([@b0025], [@b0120], [@b0125]), decreased global efficiency ([@b0125]), alterations in clustering ([@b0655]), and deviations from small-world structure ([@b0305], [@b0585]). Taken together, these findings from both functional and structural connectivity studies support a characterization of PTSD neural circuitry as alterations in large-scale network connectivity structure. Additionally, the network-based literature supports the prediction that a network model of PTSD neural circuitry would be characterized by reduced connectivity of the DMN. Evidence from ICA studies report decreased within-network coupling of the DMN ([@b0490], [@b0520]) that was inversely related to depersonalization and derealization symptoms ([@b0615]) and decreased FC between the DMN and SN ([@b0705]) during resting-state. Three other studies from the network literature observed alterations in the DMN in PTSD groups, two of which suggested inverse associations between FC coherence within the DMN and PTSD symptoms ([@b0025], [@b0700]). Conversely, other studies provide evidence that fails to support the prediction of reduced connectivity in the DMN, with observations of enhanced clustering ([@b0025]) and increased FC strength ([@b0415]) of the network associated with PTSD symptoms. Similarly, though two studies do suggest decreased coupling of CEN nodes in PTSD groups ([@b0465], [@b0520]), and two suggest enhanced integration of the SN during task ([@b0465], [@b0600]), other studies in this literature have contrasting observations about the connectivity profiles of these networks in PTSD patient groups. Though the evidence is mixed for a network model of PTSD neural circuitry, in regard to the specific predictions discussed in this report, patterns of larger network connectivity emerge in support of network model.

4. Conclusions {#s0145}
==============

To our knowledge, this review is the first of its kind to summarize over a decade's worth of functional connectivity (FC) MRI research in PTSD. Studies utilizing bivariate seed-based FC approaches, a circuit-based method that bridges univariate and network-based investigations in fMRI, were used to evaluate the evidence for classical and network models of PTSD-related neural circuitry. Interestingly, two patterns emerge when examining bivariate seed-based functional connectivity in the disorder: overall reduced connectivity to targets in PTSD groups and disproportionate membership of altered FC targets within the default mode network. Results from network-level investigations reflect these bivariate findings by providing evidence for increased modularity and alterations in connectivity of the DMN in PTSD patients. This replication of findings provides an imperative for studying the directionality of bivariate FC alterations in PTSD, as the traditional models may be indicating dysfunctional connectivity between large-scale networks or altered graph structure rather than individual nodes contained within those networks. ICA and graph-theory based approaches can provide this information about the function of larger brain circuits and overall functional organization, which bivariate approaches are unable to provide.

Univariate activation models have dominated our understanding of PTSD neural circuitry for several decades. Though this "classical model" of a hyperactive amygdala and hypoactive mPFC is essential to understanding the foundations of PTSD neural circuitry, it may be overly simplistic when examining the breadth of the functional brain organization literature. Though some bivariate FC literature demonstrates reduced connectivity from the mPFC to limbic regions, and some bivariate findings suggest evidence for enhanced amygdala connectivity to the dACC and anterior insula, network-based studies fail to isolate these circuits as consistently altered in PTSD groups. Conversely, neural circuitry literature in trauma-exposed and PTSD patient groups provides better support for an integrated model of PTSD neural circuitry that both conceptualizes functional organization through a network perspective and also retains the finer spatial resolution of specific regional activation patterns specified by the classical model. Bivariate FC studies reveal a global pattern of reduced FC throughout the brain as well as dominance of a coordinated default mode network that shows altered connectivity from various seeds in the PTSD group. These patterns reflect global patterns of connectivity that a univariate model inherently cannot predict. The network-based literature also provides evidence for connectivity alterations within and between canonical networks, lending support to a neural network model of PTSD neural circuitry. Because the evidence from the seed-based FC and network-based organization literature lacks total cohesion, it is likely the case that PTSD neural circuitry is best represented through an integrative framework of regionally-specific alterations along with larger-scale changes in functional organization at the network level. Reconceptualizing neural deficits at this level in PTSD may be useful for shifting clinical focus away from the narrowed model of deficient fear processing and towards interventions that target widespread processing impairments in trauma-exposed patients.

5. Limitations and considerations for future work {#s0150}
=================================================

The qualitative method employed in this report has many strengths in its ability to detect nuanced patterns of altered FC in PTSD; however, this report is limited by the dichotomization of groups into "PTSD" and "Controls." This qualitative method was utilized for the sake of improving our power to detect group differences in FC patterns, yet may contribute to some ambiguity in conclusions. Similarly, one of the limitations of the classical and network-based models is that these models are often based on groups dichotomized into "PTSD" or "Control" and rarely include a discussion of symptom severity or other clinical factors of interest that may be related to alterations in neural circuitry. Future work should consider the role of PTSD symptom severity or symptom clusters in neural circuitry models of PTSD in order to gain some understanding of the distinct neural signatures of clinically-relevant symptoms. Finally, the integrative network model supported by the evidence examined in this report requires substantive testing before conclusions can be made about the utility of network models in PTSD. Future work might consider utilizing fMRI neurofeedback or connectome-wide approaches, similar to the methods described by Misaki and colleagues ([@b0365]) to examine the dynamic functional organization of large-scale networks during emotional regulation tasks. These approaches could help to determine if functional network organization can be targeted to modulate emotion processing deficits in trauma-exposed patients or if changes in PTSD symptom severity during clinical treatment are related to changes in underlying functional network structure.

Despite the many merits of the classical and network-based models of neural circuitry alterations in PTSD, some limitations and areas for improvement still exist. Firstly, most of the literature covered in this report discusses altered neural circuitry within the context of the adult brain, resulting in a dearth of understanding about the potential role for development in altered neural circuitry in PTSD. In fact, of the classical models described in [Section 1.1](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}, only the Admon model directly considers childhood trauma as a predisposing factor for altered neural circuitry, leaving the role of development within the models of PTSD neural circuitry unclear. Future work should rigorously investigate patterns of altered functional organization within pediatric PTSD in a similar manner to the adult-based models described in [Section 1.1](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} in order to develop a neural circuitry model specific to pediatric PTSD. Additionally, conclusions drawn from combining bivariate FC investigations in PTSD are limited by methodological choices to transform FC correlation values. The type of transformation used may vary from study-to-study, preventing a comprehensive comparison of the strength of FC alterations between clinical groups. Future work would benefit from researchers providing raw correlation values to allow for cross-study comparison of FC strengths. Finally, the question of power in functional neuroimaging studies is an ever-present consideration. In order to reduce the bias implemented from *a priori* ROI FC studies, researchers should aim to conduct whole-brain analyses when power is sufficient to do so. If a study is underpowered for a whole-brain analysis, researchers should provide strong theoretical justification for the choice of ROIs and include appropriate corrections for multiple comparisons.

The development of methods for large-scale network models in neuroimaging has expanded the depth of investigations into psychological disorders. Using the brain's small-world structure and canonical networks as a model of normative organization, researchers have identified new potential correlates for PTSD-related psychopathology in the form of deviations in both global and individual network modularity, dysfunctional connectivity between and within large-scale networks, and divergence from small-world structure and normative node characteristics. However, some limitations exist in this nascent field. In order to strengthen conclusions regarding neural dysfunction in PTSD, steps must be made to improve consistency in methodology and network definitions. Though the studies referenced in this review follow similar conceptual techniques within ICA and graph-theory methods, the execution of network modeling varies substantially from group to group in image processing, statistical modeling, atlas selection, module definition, treatment of correlation matrices, among other factors. In light of growing concerns towards transparency and reproducibility in neuroimaging, network-based methods must be standardized across the field in order to generate more confidence in our results. The first step towards standardizing these methods is to reconceptualize the brain's functional profile from one of simple activation in isolated brain regions to one of a network of interconnected parts, dynamically communicating to properly meet internal and environmental demands. It is within this integrated framework that investigators should operate to strengthen inferences about the brain's functioning in health and affective psychopathologies.
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